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Comic Strip Lesson
Distribute the sample comic strips to small groups or project them for the whole class to see.
Working with one comic strip at a time, analyze with students how the comic-strip creator combined
text, quotes, and images to tell a story or event or convey a message. Have students identify the
characters, setting, and plot in each one.
Comic Strip Creations Lesson Plan | Scholastic
Collection of comic books/graphic novels; Blank Comic Strip worksheet (2 or 3 per student) Pencils;
Colored pencils and/or thin markers; A projector or hand drawn enlarged blank version of comic
strip worksheet on chart paper. Write/draw one or two of your own comic strips using the comic
strip worksheet before introducing the lesson.
BAM! POW! Comic Strip Writing | Lesson plan | Education.com
MATERIALS: Comic strips or comic books. Comic strip templates (provided in this lesson plan),
pencils, and erasers. Presentation The students can present the comic strips to the rest of the class
before they are displayed in the school or published in the school newsletter. BE CREATIVE
YOURSELF! This lesson plan is very open to modifications.
Comic Strip Lesson Plan - Mrs. Davis' World Studies Class
The Comic Creator invites children and teens to design their own comic strips. Their creations can
be just for fun or as part of more structural learning activities: planning writing activities, beforeand after-reading activities, and responding to books.
Comic Creator - ReadWriteThink
A Point of View Lesson Using Comic Strips. For an engaging activity that also integrates technology,
use MakeBeliefsComix in a point of view lesson. The video below explains how this online comic
strip maker can be utilized when teaching point of view.
A Point of View Lesson Using Comic Strips - Teaching Made ...
Comic strip - lesson plan 24,224 views. Share; Like... Saima Abedi, Teacher. Follow ... Present the
comic strip to the rest of the class and compare it for the effectiveness of communication skills.
Critique of Teacher and students for improvement. Marks will be given and recorded. Best three
comic strips will be chosen and awarded with ...
Comic strip - lesson plan - SlideShare
Exploring Comic Strips. Comic strips are a great way to encourage reading and writing and reinforce
key story elements. Alter Existing Comic Strips Give your students a creative experience altering
the comic strip " On the Rocks." Change the Dialog in a Comic Strip; Create a New Comic Strip; Fill
in the Beginning and End of Comic Strips
Exploring Comic Strips - TeacherVision
Use this lesson plan to introduce your students to the history of comic strips as an art form.
Students will read about the history of comic strips, summarize the history in an art project, then ...
Comic Strip Lesson Plan | Study.com
Lesson Setup Teacher Background. Teachers should prepare for this lesson by doing the following:
Obtain and review the book: Art for Kids: Comic Strips: Create Your Own Comic Strips from Start to
Finish by Art Roche Select a Peanuts video (preferably a creative nonfiction video) or review the
short online segment of a Charlie Brown Video; Review Early Peanuts Comics (1950-1968)
ARTSEDGE: Creating Comic Strips
Design an original cartoon character. Understand the creative process and development of a
cartoon from brainstorming to final draft. Use the correct terminology associated with cartooning.
Recognize the different kinds of cartooning including a gag comic, comic strip, caricature, and a
comic book.
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Art Lesson: Comic Book Design
Cut comic strips apart into frames. Put an identifying mark on the back of each frame for easy
reassembly. You may want to number the back of each frame according to its place in the
sequence, so your students can peek if they need a hint. Put the frames of each entire strip into a
separate envelope, and present them to your students.
Comic-Strip Challenge - TeacherVision
Your students will find sequencing much more exciting when they add a comic flair to this activity!
Plan your 60-minute lesson in English / Language Arts or Reading with helpful tips from Sarah
Collins
First grade Lesson Sequencing through Comic Strips ...
Spark interest in young writers with a three-box comic strip template including speech bubbles.
Learners draw and write a sequential comic with boxes that are stacked on top of each other. Using
this format or the other templates...
Comic Strip Template Lesson Plans & Worksheets Reviewed by ...
Understanding and Creating Comics with Seventh Graders Amelia Carl cc by Amelia Carl 2010 ...
and developed a unit on understanding and creating comics, pulled from what I was ...
Understanding and Creating Comics Lesson Plansdoc.doc - on May 10, 2010 6:06 AM by Amelia Carl
(version 1)
Understanding and Creating Comics with Seventh Graders
Students create a new superhero and write a comic strip about the superhero! Objectives Students
explain the difference between a superhero and a hero. create a new superhero character. develop
a comic strip based on the new character. Keywords hero, superhero Materials Needed N/A Lesson
Plan Complete this activity in three lessons. Lesson 1
Superhero Comic Strip | Education World
Tell students that today the comic strips that we create will be cause-and-effect comic strips.
Explain that a cause is the reason why something happens. The effect is the result of what
happened.; Ask students to think about examples of a cause and effect.
Cause and Effect with Comic Strips | Lesson Plan ...
Lots of today's superhero movies would not be around had it not been for the creation of comic
strips. This lesson will focus on what a comic strip is and examine its history from their beginnings
...
What Is a Comic Strip? - Definition & History | Study.com
Make an information gap using a photocopied comic strip. Blank out details or change what
characters are saying. Make sets which are coloured differently. Set up spot the difference activities
using the comic strip and then lead in to storytelling and acting out the comic strip. Exploit
characters Make a comic strip character
Activities for using comic strips | TeachingEnglish ...
Bent Corner In 1989 a young man working for Pacific Bell collected a royalties check from United
Media for $368.62 for his comic strip Dilbert.. This was the beginning of Scott Adams' career as a ...
Career Lessons From Dilbert Comic Strips - Business Insider
Comic Strips in the Classroom. Below are some resources for using comic strips in the classroom.
Comic Strip Creation Tools. ... This site has links to some great resources on teaching using comics.
It also has links to lesson plans and classroom activities using cartoons. ...
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